
Retrofit Guide for Mercedes-Benz
Air Balance System [Code P21]
For vehicles: w213, w222, x253, x290
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Air Balance System Overview

Fragrance System, Basic Function



Ionizer, Basic Function



Required Parts
Listed below are parts you’ll need to complete the retrofit, the electrical plugs are technically optional, but it’s nice
being able to remove things as intended if needed in the future.

Note: Most cars already have the air ducts which also already have the supported ionizer bracket, you just need
to poke the missing holes for the ionizer probes to go in.

Air Balance Parts
● Mounting Plate Bolts: A001984572964
● Hose Assembly Bracket: A0029957277
● Air Duct: A2138303501 (your car should have this already)
● Air Duct: A2138313000 (your car should have this already)
● Fragrance System Mounting Plate: A2228900087
● Fragrance System Housing: 2228900100
● Fragrance System Ionization Control Module: A2238351600

○ Note: There is a cap on the ionizer probes, remove before installing!
● Fragrance System Hose Assembly: A2538000000

Receiving Electrical Plugs
● Fragrance System Receiving Plug: A0385457228
● Ionizer Receiving Plug: A0395456628

○ Requires cutting off small protrusion



Wiring Instructions
This section will cover how to wire the Fragrance System and Ionizer.

Note: Once the glove compartment is out, it’s a good idea to wire both the Fragrance System and Ionizer at the
same time before continuing to install either. This way, everything is ready to be plugged in and nothing needs to
be taken apart again.

Fuse Box Locations



Fragrance System
Note:Wire colors mentioned in the headers of these sections correspond with the plug wires coming from the
Fragrance System itself (see image directly below this text), not the climate control control unit’s (CCCU) wires.

Yellow Wire (LIN)
The yellow wire on the plug of the fragrance generator corresponds with the CCCU LIN wire, which is located at
pin 13 on the CCCU’s connection plug behind the glove compartment.

Note: The Ionizer LIN will connect to the same wire (covered in Ionizer section).



Red Wire (Power)
The original connection for the fragrance system power, which eventually links up with an MBR2 (labeled on fuse
box) shared fuse, provided related packages which use the fuse are installed, may or may not exist if your car
didn’t originally come with the Air Balance package.

For this reason, among others, using a fuse tap adapter which plugs into the passenger side footwell area fuse
box on the red wire coming from the fragrance system plug is an alternative and preferred approach. Based on
wiring diagrams of the fragrance system in vehicles which come with the system, a 5amp fuse is required. This
will be shared with the Ionizer power wire.

Replace an existing 5 amp standard fuse with the wiretap, plugging the removed fuse and a new one for the Air
Balance equipment (e.g., it has both 5 amp fuses plugged into it when you’re done) and reconnect it to the fuse
box. Do not plug into a previously empty slot as it may not have power running to it.

Note: The fuses in the fusebox mentioned above are all running to t30 power, so you should be able to use any
fuse. Using an existing 5 amp is recommended because it removes guess work on which fuse to plug into which
hole or if there may be extra/less power going to something by mistake.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B082G89243


Black Wire (Ground)

The black wire coming from the fragrance system plug corresponds with the ground wire, you can run it to an
existing ground.

Note: You may end up running the Ionizer ground to the same location (covered in Ionizer section).



Blue Wire (Signal)

The blue wire coming from the fragrance system plug corresponds with the signal wire, which connects to the
signal wire of the glove compartment light. The wire will likely be blue, gray or yellow. The other wire is a ground
which is brown or black by Mercedes standards, and there are only two wires.

When in doubt, choose the glove box light wire that is not brown or black.



Reference Images

In this image set, the blue signal wire from the fragrance system plug is being spliced into the gray signal wire of
the glove compartment light plug (which connects to Z198z1 from the image). The color of the signal wire on the
plug, in this case gray, may vary. On the x290 it is yellow. One thing is certain, the other wire is a ground, which
will always be either brown or black with Mercedes vehicles. When in doubt, choose the wire that is not brown or
black.



Ionizer

Pin 1 (Ground)
You may connect the ground pin to the most convenient grounding location, it’s recommended to use the same
grounding location used for the Fragrance System. However, any grounding location will work as long as the
connection is secure.

Pin 2 (LIN)
The LIN pin will connect into the same LIN wire as the Fragrance System.

Pin 3 (Power)
The power pin will connect with the same power source as the Fragrance System. You can splice the power
cables of both the Fragrance System and Ionizer together and connect them into the same fuse tap adapter.
Realistically, the Ionizer and Fragrance System should not use more than 1 or 2 amps, so the 5 amp fuse is still
perfect.

Reference Images

In this image set, you can see which pins correspond with which wire type.



Physical Installation

Fragrance System
Installing (or removing) the Fragrance System requires removing the passenger footwell (for wiring), display
module, instrument panel trim, and glove compartment. From there you will pop out the reserve pieces for the
Fragrance System, install the part, and once wiring and hose installation are done, put everything back and plug it
all in..

Remove Passenger Footwell Panel



Remove Display Module



Remove Passenger Trim Piece



Remove Glove Compartment



Install Fragrance System



Reference Images
The Fragrance System reserve hole may be difficult to locate, it might be useful to utilize an endoscope or
borescope to help see better. It will likely be close to the top, directly under the dash, around where you see the
arrow in the picture below.



Ionizer
Installing (or removing) the Ionizer requires removing the driver footwell, and installing the ionizer. From there you
will pop out the reserve pieces for the Fragrance System, install it, and once wiring is done, put everything back
and plug it all in.

Remove Driver Footwell Panel



Install Ionizer
Your car should already have an air duct with a bracket you are able to hook the Ionizer onto, but the Ionizer will
not be there. The Ionizer holes will also be sealed shut.

Note: You can create a stencil with cardboard and use a hot screwdriver or similar tool to burn out the required
holes. Be careful, as the heat may melt the screwdriver handle if too hot.



Coding Instructions

HVAC222 Module
Use the HVAC222 module to unlock the core functionality of your new Air Balance System. After unlocking, you
can make changes, they may appear to immediately revert back, but after a hard reset the values will stabilize.

Unlock Access

Set Air Balance to Installed



HVAC222 Module (Continued)

Increase Scent Strength (Optional)

Hard Reset



HU55 Module
The HU55 module will unlock the options in the display module or air conditioning menu related to the Fragrance
System and Ionizer.

Enable Air Balance Menus


